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The high resolution spectrum of the 2 ‘A’-2 2A’ transition of CaSH has been recorded near
650 nm using laser excitation spectroscopywith selectedfluorescencedetection. While both
a-type and b-type rotational transitions have been observed,extensive measurementshave
been made for the b-type transitions up to-K: = 4 and K,” = 5. Altogether over 3000 rotational
lines have been measuredand fitted with an A-reduced Hamiltonian. The 2 *A’ state has rotational constants A=9.693 322(46) cm-‘, B=O.141 864 7(33) cm-‘, and
C=O.139 5810(33) cm-‘. The S’A’ state has a band origin at 15 380.2847(2) cm-‘, and
effective values for the rotational constants A=9.090 808(78) cm-‘, B=O. 147 459 8 (34)
cm-Land C=O.144 804 2(34) cm-‘. An approximate r. structure for CaSH is discussed.
The A 2A’ state is the lower energy Renner-Teller component of the “‘2 “H” state of the hypothetical linear CaSH molecule, and consequently was found to have a relatively large positive value for the spin-rotation parameter E,, at 3.445 69(26) cm-‘. The upper asymmetry
component of the F1 spin component of the K,= 1 stack and the F2 spin component of the
K,=O stack in the 2 2A’ state perturb each other with an avoided crossing betweenJ=37.5
and J= 38.5. These two spin components interact through the off-diagonal 1e,b+ eb=I/2 element of the spin-rotation tensor. For CaSH, the 2 2A’ state has 1e&+ eboI/2 = 0.065 9 15(46)
cm-‘.

INTRODUCTION

In contrast to the extensive amount of research work
devoted to the high resolution spectroscopic study of gas
phase alkaline earth monohydroxides1-9in recent years,
there has been only one low resolution spectroscopicinvestigation of the isovalent monohydrosulfides.” The parent
dihydrosulfides are important in industrial processes-an
aqueous solution of Ca(SH), has been used both in the
removal of SO, and SO3from H,SO, (Ref. 11) and also in
the recovery of sulfur from underground ore deposits.12
The nature of the metal-sulfur bond is also important to
the inorganic chemist and in the study of biological systems such as the active sites of proteins. It is clear, therefore, that a more detailed probe of the structures and properties of metal containing sulfur compounds is desirable.
In the only previous spectroscopic study of CaSH by
Fernando et al. ,l” approximate term energies and Ca-S
stretching frequencies were determined from low resolution spectra for the ground and the three lowest excited
electronic states. The values they obtained were in good
agreement with the ab initio electron propagator calculations of Ortiz.13 However, the low resolution spectra did
not provide any means to unequivocally determine the
symmetry or geometry of the electronic states.Someof this
information came from a preliminary investigation of the
5 2An-F 2A’ transition at high resolution by Ram and Berabnille and Henry Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar.
b)Also Department of Chemistry, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3Gl.

nath.14In the work reported here, we have concentratedon
recording and analyzing the lowest-lying 2 ‘Al-2 2A‘transition.
According to Ortiz’s ab initio calculations,13the A 2A’
and g 2A” states of CaSH are well described by a one
electron picture in which the unpaired electron is localized
near the Ca atom in a calcium centered orbital of approximate pV symmetry. This orbital is slightly hybridized away
from the SH ligand by mixing with calcium ca’,functions.
The 2 2A’ state corresponds to the component of the pr
orbital in the plane of the molecule, and the 5 2A” state
correspondsto the out-of-plane component. Since CaSH is
bent, the in-plane pV and the out-of-plane pn orbitals have
different energies.Molecular rotation about the a axis will
cause these two states to mix and hence induce some K,
dependent orbital angular momentum into both of these
states. The magnitude of this orbital momentum_,will be
d$ermined by the energy separationbetweenthe A *A’ and
B 2A” states. A similar effect has been discussed by
Whitham and Jungen15in their study of the corresponding
states of CaNH,.
EXPERIMENT

CaSH was produced in a conventional Broida ovenI
by the reaction of excited Ca atoms with H$. Two lasers
were used in this study, one to promote the chemical reaction by exciting a Ca atomic transition, and another to
probe the molecular transitions. The first laser was a Coherent 699-01 dye laser pumped by 6 W of all lines visible
radiation from a Coherent Innova 70 argon ion laser and
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FIG. 1. The low resolution laser excitation spectrum of CaSH. The features marked with asterisks are the two spin components of the A”*&
2 2Pt transition of CaOH, produced as an impurity. Th.e feature at 610
mn is due to transitions to one quantum in the CaS stretch of the E *A’
state.

operatingin linear mode with DCM dye. The bandwidth of
this laser was narrowed (triple mode operation) with an
Ctalon,and the laser was tuned to the 3P1-1S0
atomic transition of Ca at 657.3 nm. The laser beam was directed into
the alumina crucible containing the Ca metal in the Broida
oven. When HzS was added at the top of the crucible, a
white chemiluminescentflame appearedcharacteristic of
CaSH production.
The probe laser was a Coherent 699-29ring dye laser
operatingwith DCM dye and pumped by 7 W of 488 nm
radiation from a Coherent Innova 200 argon ion laser.The
laserbeamwas focusedvertically into the CaSH flame, and
the laser induced fluorescencewas focused onto the entrance slits of a 0.64 m monochromator.Care was taken to
separatethe atomic pump laser beam from the molecular
probe laser beam so that the entrance slits of the monochromator could act as a spatial filter and remove most of
the Ca atomic fluorescence.The molecular laser induced
fluorescencewas then dispersedby the monochromator,
detected with a photomultiplier tube, and processedby
photon counting electronics.
initially,. we scanned the probe laser broad band ( 1
cm-’ resolution) and detected the laser induced fluorescencethrough the monochromator in zeroth order, effectively recording the total molecularfluorescence.The spectrum is depicted in Fig. 1, from which it is clear that the
two lowest-lying electronic transitions 2 ‘A’-2 ‘A’ and
5 2An-% 2A’ cover a wider spectral range than the third
electronic transition 2 2A’-z 2A’, We attribute this observation to larger amounts ofA)erpendicularrotational structure in x’A’-z
2A’ and B ‘A”-2 2A’, compared to the
prallel C 2A’-? 2A’ transition. This fact will make the
C2A’-x 2A’ transition very difficult to analyze because
many a-type rotational transitions will lie in a small wavelength range. The spectrumalso displaysfluorescencefrom
the 2 2II-X 2X system of CaOH, produced as an impurity.
We then scannedthe probe laser at high resolution,
and recorded selectedpiecesof the spectrum near 650 nm

transition of CaSH

as a function of wave number using Coherent’s PCAutoscan software. Thesescanshad a high signal-to-noise
ratio, but the incredible density of molecular lines made
them diicult to interpret. However, certain features in
these spectra were stronger than others and looked as if
they m ight be bandheads.Our next step was to record
dispersedfluorescencespectraby fixing the probe laser on
each of thesebandheadfeatures in turn, and scanningthe
monochromator for each laser position. The majority of
the dispersedfluorescencein these spectra was resonant
and all the scanscontaineda resonantfeature near 650 nm,
one resonant feature to higher wavelength, and one to
lower wavelength.We concludedthat we were seeingan ab
hybrid rovibronic transition between two bent electronic
states with similar A rotational constants-the laser was
probing different upper K, stacks,and the fluorescencewas
obeying AK,= i 1,0 selectionrules.
High resolution (1 MHz laser bandwidth) spectra
were then recordedby fixing the monochromator on one of
the resonant features found in a dispersed fluorescence
spectrum and scanning the laser for 20 cm-’ around its
original position. In this way, we could selectivelyrecord
fluorescencefrom different upper K, stacks. The Dopplerlim ited spectra were stored as a function of wave number
using Coherent’sPC-Autoscansoftware. The wave number
scalewas calibratedby simultaneouslyrecording the iodine
absorption spectrum and comparing the measuredline positions to the published line listI correcting for the
-0.0056 cm-’ shift.” The high resolution data files were
convertedto ASCII format for use with the data reduction
package PC-DECOMP developedat the National Solar
Observatoryby Bra&. Each rovibronic line in the spectra
was first fit to a Voigt proflle using PC-DECOMP, and
then the line positionsand intensitieswere usedas input to
PC-LOOMIS, an interactive color Loomis-Wood” program written by one of the authors (Jarman) to pick out
rotational branches.
ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRA

At lirst we recorded and analyzed only the b-type
transitions in which there was expectedto be negligible asymmetry doubling. Thesespectra did indeedprove
to be both the easiestto record and the easiestto analyze.
The spectra were recorded by scanning the laser over the
transitions with K,” = KA - 1, while keepingthe monochromator on the resonantbandheadswith K,” = KA + 1 (see
Fig. 2). After recording thesespectra, the positions of the
laser and monochromator were switched to record AK,
= - 1 spectra. Becausethe laser and the monochromator
positions are spacedby approximately 4A”Ki, (e.g., -80
cm-’ for KL = 2)) we could openthe monochromatorslits
without fear of seeingthe laser.Thus the entire J structure
of the bandheadcould lie in the monochromatorbandpass,
and so the entire J structure for the connectingKA subband
could be recorded in one scan.
The initial analysisof these spectra was simplified by
the large value for the effective A rotational constant in
both states.This allowedeachK#O stack to be treated, in
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FIG. 4. The high resolution spectrum of the F2 component of the 4-3
subband of the A ‘A’-,? ‘A‘ transition in CaSH. The spectrum was taken
by fixing the monochromator on the Q, bandheadof the 4-5 subband.

FIG. 2. A schematic showing the positions of the laser and monochromator in recording high resolution AK,= + 1 spectra.

first approximation, as an independent ?I state with a
spin-orbit splitting of E&~ It quickly becameapparentby
comparing different spectra that the value for eaOin the
ground state was zero, just as expectedfor an isolated state
that correlatesto a 2E+ state in the linear configuration. By
analogy with the ground states of CaOH, and CaF, the
value for the spin-rotation constant (ebb+ e,,)/2 = y
(y”=O.O012 cm-’ for CaOH and y”=O.O013 cm-’ for
CaF) was also expectedto be small, and so the F, and F2
components were expectedto be almost coincident in energy. Thus the K,+
stacks for the ground state were
expectedto behavelike Hund’s case (b) ‘Il states. However, the value of E,, in the upper state was found to be
relatively large, and so the Kg+0 stacks for the upper state
were more like Hund’s case (a) 211states.This is evident in
Figs. 3 and 4, which show the two different spin, components of the 4-3 subband.The energy separation between
the P1+Qi2 and the Q2+P2, bandheadsis about 13 cm-‘,

4-3 Subband, F, Spin Component
s

and this gives an approximate value for e& of - 3.25 cm- ‘.
The branches are labeled using the customary 211-2H
branch notation.20
Thus the 4-3, 4-5, 3-4, 3-2, and 2-3 subbandswere
initially analyzedas separate211(a)-211(b) electronic transitions of a diatomic molecule, with strong Q2, Qi, R2, RI,
P2, and PI branches,and weak Q2i, Q12,R21, Pzl, R12, and
PI2 satellite branches.Most of these satellite branches,except R,, and P12, lay beneath stronger regular branches,
and so the spectra displayed four distinct rotational
branchesin two separateregions split by the effective spinorbit constant--P,, (Q2 and Pzl>, (R, and Q,i>, and R21 in
one region, and P12, (PI and Qi2>, (Q,, and R12), and R, in
the other. The satellite branches also became weaker as
KL went from 4 to 2, in keeping with the increasingHund’s
case (b) character (smaller effective spin-orbit splitting)
of the lower Ki stacks.
Using this model, it was possible to assignJ quantum
numbers to every rovibronic transition in the subbands,
and to determine values for the effective spin-orbit constants in the upper K, stacks. Becausethese values agreed
very well with the e*J= formula, we next proceededto fit
these subbandstogether using a doublet asymmetric rotor
Hamiltonian. The A-reduced rotational Hamiltonian of
Watson*’ was used together with Brown and Sears’22
A-reduced form for the spin-rotation part of the Hamiltonian
~~‘=EnnNdSn+EbdYbSb+EccNcSc+l/2(%+&)

+ Q12

I

@,?=A;N2(N*S)
QI +
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FIG. 3. The high res$ution spectrum of the F, component of the 4-3
subband of the A ‘AI-X ‘.4’ transition in CaSH. The spectrum was taken
by fixing the monochromator on the P, bandheadof the 4-5 subband.

A computer program was written that set up the Hamiltonian matrix in a total parity conserving basis set, using
the matrix elements listed in Hirota’s book on free radicals.23In this fit, we deliberately excluded the high J tran-
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sitions of the 3-2 and 2-3 subbands,and constrainedthe
off-diagonal matrix elementsin K, to zero in both electronic states.The transitions fit very well and this augured
well for the continuation of the analysisto lower K,.
The next step was to record and analyzethe 2-l subband.This was easy,becausewe already knew the location
of the connecting2-3 bandheads.The assignmentwas relatively straightforward, and when we included this subband in our global fit, we determinedvaluesfor the asymmetry in the rotational constants ( B- C)/2 in the ground
state. We then predicted the line positions for the O-l and
the O-Osubbands,but this prediction was not very accurate
becauseit involved extrapolation from Ki = 2 in the upper
state. However, it did provide a good starting point to
locate the bandheads,which in turn allowed us to scan the
laser through the O-O and the O-l subbands with the
monochromator on the bandheadsin the connecting subband.
The rotational structure for K,=O in both the ground
and excited statesis very similar to that seenin a 2X+ state
of a diatomic molecule,and hencethe O-Osubbandlooked
like a 22+-22f transition with R2, RI, PZ, and P,
branches.The O-l subbandlooked like a 22c-211(b) transition with additional Q2, Q,, and satellite branches.Both
of thesesubbandsrevealedthat the F2 component of the
Ki = 0 stack was perturbed by a higher energyspin component crossing below it between J=37.5 and J=38.5.
Hence,we added to the global data set all of the F1 transitions, but only transitions up tomJ= 19.5 in the F2 component.We also included the high J K,=2 transitions that
we omitted from previous fits, fixed the value for (B
-C)/2 in the upper state to the same as that for the
ground state, and refit the data.
We then predicted and recorded the spectra for the
l-0, l-l, and l-2 subbands,using the sametechniquesthat
we usedpreviously. However, becausethe spacingbetween
the upper state spin componentswas only about 3.5 cm-‘,
it was impossibleto record eachcomponentseparately,and
so the spectra were complicatedby many overlapping rotational branches.The predictions were not very helpful in
sorting out the messbecausethe energiesof the Ki = 1 spin
componentsdepend on the first order corrections of the
off-diagonal AK,= f 2 matrix elements.We had made a
reasonableguessfor the value of ( B- C)/2, but had no
idea of the value or even the sign for the ( ebb--e,)/2
parameterassociatedwith the AK,= *2 matrix elements.
The J assignmentwas made by fmding rotational branches
in PC-LOOMIS, and then matching differencesbetween
these branchesto ground state combination differences.
The Loomis-Wood plots revealedthat the upper asymmetry component of the F1 spin component of the KL
= 1 stack was perturbedby a lower energyspin component
crossingaboveit betweenJ=37.5 and J=38.5. This is the
exact opposite effect to what we observedin the F2 component of the Ki = 0 stack, and confirmed that the perturbations were internal to the upper electronic state, a direct
result of the off-diagonal 1E,~-I-eba] /2 term in the Hamiltonian. This term is identically zero for moleculesof orthorhombic symmetry such as CaNH2, but nonzero for mol-

transition of CaSH

TABLE I. The effective spectroscopicconstants of the x*A’ states of
CaSH.
2 2AV
T

0.0

A

9.693 322(46)
0.140 722 8(33)
0.001 141 86(37)
8.843(16)
1.1725( 18)
0.953( 10)

(B-!-C)/2
(B-W2
DKx 1O-4
D,.,& lo-’
DNx 1O-7

c.
(%b+%c)/2
(Ebb-

fee) 12

96+%![2
gxx
Dgx
0

lo-’
10-S

0.001 388 6(69)
0.000 205(26)

2 2A’

15 380.28467(23)
9.090 808(78)
0.146 132 003)
0.001327 8( 10)
4.629(36)
1.9938(28)
1.265(10)
3.445 69(26)
0.051 676( 17)
-0.026 569(29)
0.065 915(46)
-2.077(77)
-5.61(76)
2.96(58)
0.0040

ecules such as CaSH with C, symmetry. Similar
perturbations have been observedin the m illimeter-wave
spectrum of the ground state of HCCC0.“4 We added all
the perturbedand nonperturbedKA = 1 transitions together
with the perturbedKA = 0 transitions to the global data set,
and refit the data to obtain the spectroscopicconstants
listed in Table I. The fit to the individual transitions is
availablefrom PAPS,25or from the authors upon request.
The term valuesfor all the spin componentsof K,=O and
K,= 1 relative to those of the F, K,=O spin componentare
plotted againstJ+ l/2 in Fig. 5 (a) for the x ‘A’ state, and
in Fig. 5(b) for the 2 2A’state. The upper state plot clearly
shows the interaction of the upper asymmetry F1 component of the KA = 1 stack with the F2 componentof the Kg
= 0 stack. The energyof the lowest J levelsfor the F, and
5 spin componentsin each Ka stack is plotted for the
A 2A’electronic state in Fig. 6. The quadratic dependence
of the energyand the linear dependenceof the F2-FI splitting on K, is clearly seenin this figure.
DISCUSSION

The 2 “A’ and the g ‘A” electronic states of CaSH
correlate with the 2 211state and the 2 2A’state correlates
with the g 28f state of the hypothetical linear molecule.
All three of these states arise mainly from an atomic 2P
state of Caf , and, in the “pure precession”lim it, the 2 2A’
state arisesfrom a singleelectron in the 4p, orbital of Ca+
aligned along the Ca-S bond, and the 2 2A’ and the g 2A’r
states arise from a single electron in the 4p, orbitals of
Cat, aligned in and out of the molecular plane, respectively. In the rotating molecule,these electronic states interact by a mechanismanalagousto Coriolis coupling between vibrational levels in a single electronic state.
Rotation about the a axis of the moleculecouplesthe 2 ‘A’
and the g 2A’t states, and induces a net orbital angular
momentum into each state. This orbital angular momentum then coupleswith the spin of the electron to yield an
effectivespin-orbit parameterthat dependslinearly on the
amount. of a-axis rotation Kc Whitham and Jungen, in
their work on the 2 “B,-z ‘A1 and 5 ‘B1-z 2X41
electronic
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FIG. 5. Plots for the (a) 2 ‘A’ and (b) A”*A’ states of the calculated term
energiesof the K,=O,l stacks relative to the energy of the F, spin component of K,=O. The asymmetry components are labeled by y= K,+ Kc
--N. The y=O asymmetry components of the F2, K,=O and the F,,
Kp 1 spin components cross in both electronic states. Becauseboth of
these asymmetry components have the same total parity ( -- l)Kc for a
given J, they interact in an avoided crossing. The effect is too small to be
seen in the 2 ‘A’ state, but is obvious in the 2 2z4’state. The rotational
lines of the interacting components are marked with dots and triangles to
highlight the crossing.

transitions of CaNH2,I5 have derived formulas for the effect of this interactionsn
the_A and E,, spectroscopic constants derived for the A and B states in the pure precession
limit

A’“=AFE-,

4A2A2

4A2AA””

~,a= f-----AEi-z

.

Here, A is the “true” value for the a-axis rotation constant,
A is the component of the orbital angular momentum on
the a axis, A’” is the value for the spin-orbit interaction in
the_parent_‘II state, and AEkz is the energy difference
E(B)-,!?(A). In theseformu_las,the top sign refers to the A
state and the lower to the B state.
Independentof the work reported here, Ram and Bernath14have recorded some high resolution spectra of the
z ‘A”-5 2A’ system, and a preliminary analysis of this
data has yielded a band origin position at 15 860 cm-“,
and an effective spectroscopicA constant of 10.14 cm-‘.
This gives A(true)=9.615
cm-’ and AE=480 cm-’ for
use in the aboveformulas, which in turn gives A= 0.83 and

cm- ‘. For a pure 211parent, the value for A
should be unity and the fact that the formula gives a value
less than this indicates that the “pure precession”approximation is not completely valid. However, the value for the
spin-orbit constant AS’=63 cm-’ is consistent with the
measuredvalues of 71 and 66 cm-’ for CaF and CaOH,
respectively. It is interesting to perform the same calculations for CaNH2 using Whitham and Jungen’sdata.I5 They
found that eaa=8.1 cm-‘, A(true)= 13 cm-‘, and AE
=422 cm- ‘, and the above formulas give A= 1.O and As0
=66 cm-‘. The value of A=O.83 can be rationalized by
“orbital mixing” betweenthe 2 ‘A’ and E 2A’statesin the
nonrotating mole_cule.This interaction will tend to reduce
A from 1 in the A state and increaseit from zero in the C
state. Such an interaction is not possiblein CaNH2, where
the z2B2 and c2AA, states have different symmetries.
In a similar fashion,_rotatio_nabout the b axis causes
interactions betweenthe C and B states,and_rotatiosabout
the c axis causesinteractions betweenthe C and A states.
In the pure precessionlimit, thesejnterac_tionsgive rise to
the f@lowing values for Ebbin the C and B statesand cccin
the C and A states:

AS’=63

$,=

f

21(I+ 1) CA”
2Z(I+ 1) BAso
Ecc= f
AEsL;;, ’
AEc-2
’

where I is the electronic orbital angular momentum quantum number ( 1 for p orbitals). In these formulas, the top
s&n again refers to the lower of the two gates (i.e., to the
B state in the ebbformula and to the A state in the ecf
formula), In the p_ureprecession limit, eaa_=Oin the C
state, ebb’0 in the A state, and-e=,=0 in the B state. Using
I=l, AS’===63cm-‘, and E(C) = 16 070 cm-’ from the
observed center of the c 2A’-i 2A1 transition in the low
resolution spectrum, these fOrrYdaS predict that I+,=0
cm-‘, and ~,=0.053 cm-‘, in the 2 “A’ state comparedto
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TABLE II. The calculated rc structure of CaSH in the .? ‘A’ and 2 ‘A ’
states comparedto the theoretical values for the r, structure in the 2 “4’
ground state.

LCa-S-H
S-H@)
-%A)

r e X ”‘Ala

r&+A’

r,‘Z2AR

100.0”
1.346
2.614

96.6”
1.346b
2.560

94.6’
1.346b
2.513

TABLE III. The principal elementsof the spin-rotation and the g tensors
e,, and g,, predicted from Curl’s relation.

cla

‘Reference 13.
bFixed to the ob in& value of Ref. 13.

their respectiveexperimentalvalues of 0.025 107(34) and
0.078245(34) cm-‘. Both experimentalvalues are larger
than the prediction by 0.025 cm-‘, but are in good qualitative agreement.
Having obtainedthe ‘Yrue” value for the A constant in
the A 2A’ state, we used it together with the spectroscopic
valuesfor B and C to produce an approximater. structure
for the A*2A’ state. We then repeatedthe determinationfor
the ground state using the spectroscopicallydetermined
value of A”. In each case,we constrainedthe geometryto
be planar by calculating the geometry frrst with (IA,IB)
and then with (IA,Ic) pairs. We were also forced to constrain the S-H bond distanceto 1.346A (Ref. 13) in both
states.Becausethe moleculeis an asymmetrictop, no simple formulas exist for generatingbond lengths and bond
anglesfrom values of IA and Ig, and so a nonlinear least
squaresfitting program was written which built up the
moment of inertia tensor in terms of bond lengths and
bond anglesaccording to the formulas given in Gordy and
Cook,z6diagonalizedit, comparedeigenvalueswith the input valuesof I, and Ig, and used this differencevector to
generateimproved bond lengths and angles.The r. structure for both statesis comparedto the ab initio r, structure
of the X’A’ state calculated by Ortizi3 in Table II. The
agreementfor the ground state is satisfactory considering
the approximate nature of both calculations. A better r,
structure can only be obtained by analyzing different isotopomersof CaSH, particularly CaSD. At present,we have
no plans to record these spectra.
We have also used the measuredvalues for the spinrotation tensor elementsto calculatevaluesfor the g tensor
according to Curl’s formulaz7
%a
&ax&--2B, f
where g,=2.002 32 and B, is the rotational constant in
wave numbers.The predicted valuesare reproducedin Table III. We hope these values will provide stimulus for
others to record the electron-spinresonance(ESR) spectrum of CaSH.
CONCLUSIONS

We have performed the first high resolution spectroscopic analysis of the CaSH molecul5 generatingspectroscopic constants for the 2 2L4’and X ‘A’ states. CaSH is
the first metal hydrosulfideto be rotationally analyzedand

Ebb

%
&a
gbb

K-c

0.0
0.001594(27)
0.001 184(27)
2.002 32
1.99670
1.99808

3.445 69(26)
0.025 107(34)
0.078 245 (34)
1.823 14
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1.732 14

is an excellent exampleof a doublet asymmetric top with
spin-rotation constants of moderate size. The 2 ‘-4’ state
correlateswith the lower energyRenner-Teller component
of the z211 state of the isovalent molecules CaOH and
CaF. An internal avoided crossing was seen between the
upper asymmetry F, spin component of the K,= 1 stack,
and the F2 spin component of the K,=O stack. It seems
that this type of internal perturbation is characteristic of
doublet asymmetric top spectra.
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